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Last year Ecumenical Campus Ministries (ECM) reported that successful efforts were underway 
to rejuvenate an active student ministry. This year has brought a host of new challenges but 
also many opportunities to engage with students in new ways. While we had to cancel or 
significantly downscale many of our activities we engaged with students in the following ways: 
 

• Singing Bowl Meditation - on Zoom    
• Free Coffee Tuesdays  
• Veggie Lunch To-Go 
• Campus Minister’s Office Hours - on Zoom 
• ECM Community Chat - on Zoom 
• Butterfly Garden Conversations  

 
We are continuing to work on many of the areas of need that we recognized among the student 
community in the past two years. The canceling of classes last Spring, the continual fears of 
Covid-19, and protests around Black Lives Matter have only enhanced these concerns. The ECM 
staff and community continue to work with students to address issues of stress, loneliness, lack 
of community, and social justice 
 
For the larger KU and Lawrence community, we’ve offered a number of opportunities to engage 
with the ECM, including: 
 

• Weekly Tai Chi/Chai Tea Sessions 
• Little Free Food Pantry 
• Solidarity! Radical Library maintained by students 
• Co-sponsorship of the Tom and Anne Moore Peace and Justice Award 

 
After a few years break, students have returned to living at the ECM in the Koinonia intentional 
living community. In this space, KU students share not just a living space but the belief that we 
can make a difference in our community. Koinonia residents contribute five hours every week 
to community service and share a weekly meal where they reflect on their week.  
 
Finally, it is with sadness for the ECM but joy for Rev. Carolynn Winters-Hazelton, that we 
report Carolynn has left the ECM as student minister to pursue the joys of retirement. We are 
currently without a campus minister but believe that Carolynn laid a strong foundation in 
programming and student engagement so that her work will live on.  
 
The ECM appreciates your continuing partnership and financial support that enables us to 
provide students and the larger community with a place to connect and be accepted and 
affirmed. 
 
Scott Gustafson, Administrator 
Jeff Southard, President, Board of Director 



 
 


